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Gays Left in No-Man 's Land

U. S. A rmy Takes Aim at Law Schools
by Mike Walsh
The United States Army does not
want homosexuals anywhere within its
ranks and is taking extraordinary steps
against major Jaw schools to further it:.
policy.
Last May, Major General Hugh
Clausen, the Army Judge Advocate
General, wrote six law schools informing them that their universities '
defense r esearch contracts are 1n
jeopardy. The letters thr eatened to
withdraw defense contracts unless the
law schools reverse their stands

Analysis
prohibiting on-campus law recruiting
by employers who discriminate on the
basis of sexual orientation.
The JAG also threatened to eliminate
campus ROTC programs and to write
law students at the targeted schools in·
forming them that they are bein~
denied Army e mpl oym ent opportunities, according to the August 2 issue
of The National Law Journal.
The six law schools- Yale, Harvard,
NYU, Columbia , UCLA and Wayne

State- responded in varying fashion,
from defiance to capitulation. Michigan
Law School was not called upon to
respond because it has no such antidiscrimination policy.
MICIIIGAN LAW SCHOOL DEAN
Terrence Sandalow chose not to adopt
an explicit stand on the issue after consider ing a Lesbian and Gay Law
Student <LGLS) proposal in 1981. Last
week he stated that, " These are
POlitical issues within our society. It is
dangerous and wrong to politicize the

University."
Sandalow, a Constitutional scholar, is
" a little concerned about law schools
getting into the area of deciding what
other tases of discrimination to ban.
We will probably limit ourselves to the
requirements of the law." He draws a
parallel between the LGLS proposal
and demands by students during the
Vietnam War that the Law School take
a stand against employers manufacturing munitions. That demand was
also rejected.
See GAYS, page five
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Large New York Firms
May Halt Salary Spiral
by Camillr Olsou
" This just might be thC' year ... " according to the Lt>ga l Timt•s and the 1\0r w
York Tim es. Eighty two may
be the yea r that pr •ce selling New York
law firms band together to hold the hne
on s tarting salancs for nC'w associates.
The 198llevel was $43,000
Kenneth Bealkin and Robert Hodes of
Wilkie, Fa rr and gallagher clatm m the
September 19 ~e .... York Timt>s tha t the
move is being madC' under intense
pressure from cost consc10us clients.
They also hope it will halt the damage
they feel the legal profession is
sustaining as a result of spiraling
salar ies.
Many New Yor k firms reportedly
favor a freeze but Wilkie Fa rr is the
only one to express Its commitment
publicly. According to the September 20
Legal Tim es. the other firm s are
refusing to quote sta r ting sala ry figures
for fear that Cr avath, Swa ine and
Moore or Sullivan and Cromwell might
subsequently raise thetr salary levels.
The same article cla•mcd that even
some associates alreadv on board were
working without set sa'laries and then
speculated that they may r ecei ve
bonuses once other f•rms disclose their
compensation levels
This " salary ce iling" rubric should
come as no surprise to neY. associates
entering the market this year, or third
year Jaw students presently making
choices r egarding a permanent pos ition
in the market, accordmg to Placement Dirertor. Nancy KrieP.er.
Krieger recalls that law firms have
been threatening to hold the line on
salaries for years. As most second and
third year law s tudents know, even last
summer 's salaries were often not set
until late in the spring, and. in some
cases, were set by the bonus formula

descr ibed above.
While Krieger does feel that if New
York City holds down salaries.other
cities may follow suit, she is not convm·
ced it will, as, " they have tried to hold
the line on salaries over the last ten
years but have been unable to do so
It rema ins to be seen.··

Let's Hit the Books!
One anxious student awaits the opening of Hutchins Hall early Wednesday
morning.

Open Meetings: Senators Air Views
by Joe Hardig
The Law School Student Senate
see ms uncertain about pressing the
law school faculty to open their
meetings to the public.
According to a recent Res Gestae
poll of the senators, the senate wants to
hear more debate and gather more fn ·
formation- perhaps using a student
referendum- before taking legal action
against the faculty under the Open
Meetings Act.
The administration's current policy
of permitting only three named student
representatives into the fa culty
meetings, including an R.G. reporter
who is not permitted to attribute
statements made at the meetings to in·
dividual speakers, may be in violation
of Michigan's Open Meetings Act.
The issue of trying to open the
meetings has arisen before. and reappeared this year when third-year
student John Erdevig proposed that the
senate negotiate with the faculty to
open the meetings.
The senate heard Erdevig describe
several possible courses of action, the
most drastic of which would be to sue
the faculty . Erdevig said he has
a lready contacted a local attorney who
has agreed to take the case.
Among the senators, however, only·
Gr~goria Vega-Byrnes fa vors taking

the faculty to court at this time.
" We should take an adversary
position and go with a lawsuit," VegaByrnes told the R.G . "These meetings
should be more open. At the very least
each Jaw student organization should
have a seat at the meeting. Further·
more, the senate reps with seats should
take minutes, report to the senate, and
post the minutes for the student body to
read. And by all means, the R.G. should
have attribution."
Nearly all of the senators share VegaByrnes' feelings about permitting the
R.G. to attribute statements to their
sources.
" The non-attribution rule runs counter to my notion of accountability,"
Vice-President Rob Portman said .
" Rumors and misinformation <regarding faculty attitudes) probably do
more damage to student-faculty
relations than an honest policy of attribution. Even if the trade-off is fewer
spontaneous gut-level faculty r eactions, I think the benefits of knowing
where faculty stand are probably wortt-t
it. "
Only Stephen Cassin, who sits on the
Board of Governors. rejected the idea
of attribution . ·•such a policy would
destroy the collegial atmosphere which
presently provides the faculty with a
free fo rum for discussion ," Cassin said.

"A more oppressive atmos pher e may
produce oppressive r esults, while
students only really need to know
faculty opinions and attitudes."
The senators who don't favor starling
with legal action base their reluctance
on two factor s- questionable legal
grounds and uncertain student suppor t.
Most of the senators agreed that the
senate should undertake more research
on the legal issue and gather more data
on student opinion before taking action.
To this end, several senators favor
holding a student referendum on the
issue, and conducting more debat.e at
senate meet10gs.
Finally, some senators offered a few
alternatives to proceeding m court.
Portman said he would propose
opening a dialogue between students
and faculty . Portman s aid such a
dialogue might clarify present student
and faculty attitudes, and could reveal
whether the faculty would be willing to
consider changes short of opening their
meetings to the public.
Portman added that other alternatives include conducting a bi-weekly
or monthly meeting with Dean Sandalow and other faculty members
similar to last year 's Chnic meetings,
and allowing a small number of in·
terested students ~o attend meetings on
particular issues.
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A rnold & P orter

Troy, Malin, Pottinger & Casden

of Washington, D. C.
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

of Los Angeles, CA
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 27

Wednesday, October 13

for summer and permanent positions with the firm.

for positions with the firm durin[!. summer, 1983

Interview request cards are due in the Placement Office
on October 11.

Sax and Maciver
ofSeattle, Washington

RUDNICK & WOLFE

will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
for positions during summer and Fall 1983 on

of Chicago, Illinois and Tampa, Florida

Wednesday , October 27
Our firm consists of 24 attorneys and has a diversified commercial
business, corporate, and litigation practice. Our clients include major
regional financial institutions, agricultural cooperatives, a large video
game manufacturer and several transportation companies.

MARATHON OIL COMPANY
of Findlay, O hio
,
will be interviewing all interested second year
students for Summer, 1983 intern positions on

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25 , 1982

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday and Friday, October 7 & 8
fo r clerkship positions with the firm during summer, 1983
and for associate positions with the firm commencing summer, 1983

Mershon , Sawyer, Johnston,
Dunwody & Cole
of Miami, Florida
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 11

Our Law Organization, consisti ng of approximately 67 attorneys
world-wide, is engaged particularly in oil and gas law and real estate,
environmental, labor, general corporate, sales and commercial law.

for summer 1982 positions and permanent positions
beginning summer/fall 1982

Chadwell & Kayser, ltd.

Mudge Rose Guthrie
&Alexander

of Chicago, Illinois

of Ne w York City

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing

Thursday, October 14

interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

for positions with the firm during summer, 1983

Tuesday, October 26
Student Interview request cards are due in the Placement Office
on October fl.

Rosenman Colin Freund Lewis & Cohen
of New York, New York
is pleased to announce that it will be inter viewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 12
for positions with the firm during summer, 1983

Popkin, Stern , Heifetz, Lurie,
Sheehan, Reby & Chervitz
of St. Louis, Missouri
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 25
for positions with the firm during summer, 1983
Interview request cards are due in the Placemen t Off ice
on October 11 .
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Schmidt, Howlett, Van 't Hof,
Snell & Vana
of Grand Rapids, Michigan
Will be interviewing first, second and third year students on

Friday, October 29
for positions commencing in the summer of 1983.

Dechert Price & Rhoads
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
2nd and 3rd year students interested in
Philadelphia, Denver, New York, and Washington, D.C.
1
offices on

Fri day, October 29

Students' imerview cards are due in the Placement Office
on October II.

Wyman, Bautzer, Rothman ,
Kochel & Silbert

Kahn, Kleinman ,
Yanowitz & A rnson Co. , L.P .A.
of Cleveland, Ohio

of Los Angeles, California

will be interviewing interested second and third year
students for summer, 1983 and permanent posi tions, on

will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year studenrs on

October 18

Monday and Tuesday, October 11 and 12
fo r summer and permanent positions with the firm in 1983.
Our practice consists of litigation, general business and entertainment.

KATTEN, MUCHIN, ZAVIS,
PEARL & GALLER
of Chicago, Illinois

Our firm consists of twenty attorneys engaged in a general business
practice with specialties in real estate development, dorporate, securities, tax litigation, labor, probate and computer law. Among the
firm's clients are ARA Services, the Cleveland Indians Co. and Prescott, Ball & Turben.

Lewis and Roca
of Phoenix, Arizona

Will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
for positions commencing the summer of 1983 on

imerested 2nd and 3rd y ear students on

MONDAY, OCTOBER 25
Our firm consisb of 89 attorneys representing a diversified practice,
clientele and composition. The firm is o ne of the most youthful and
rapidly growing firms of its size in Chicago. Further information is
contained in the firm resu me with the placement o ffice.

Tuesday , October 12
for positions with the firm during summer, 1983

Schwartz & Freeman

Widett, Slater & Goldman

of Chicago, Illinois

of Boston, Mass.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd year students only on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
. 2nd year students interested in positions ~vith the
firm during the Summer of 1983 and 3rd year students
interested in full time association with the firm
beginning in the Fall of 1982 on

Monday, Octo ber 11
for positions with the firm during summer 1983

Thursday , October 21

JAFFEE, SNIDER, RAITT & HEUER
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIO N
Qf Detroit, M ichigan

Bose, Mckinney , & Evans

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students o n

of Indianapolis, Indiana

Tuesday, October 26 , and
Wed nesday , October 27
for positions with the Firm commencing Summ er, 1983

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday , Octo ber 26
for positions with the firm during summer, 1983

Our Firm consists o f 32 attorneys and e ngages in a varied business
prac tice, including litigation, bankruptcy, real estate, financing,
<;ecuri t.ies , tax, and estate planning.
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Army Gets {)gly
The United States Army's discrimination
against gay law students is indefensible (see
Page One). Even if there is a valid reason for
heterosexual purity in combat, and we don 't
believe there is, it cannot justify banning gays
from military courtrooms.
Even more outrageous are the means the ·
Army has chosen to achieve its ends: By
threatening to withdraw defense contracts
from those cam puses which prohibit
discriminatory military recruiting, the Army
is attempting nothing more than blackmail.
What should be done to counter the Army's
strong-arm tactics? The Law School Administration has answered this question for itself by doing nothing at all. But, by
dismissing the issue as " political," the Administration assumes a political posture of its
own.
Those of us frustrated by such spinelessness are not powerless. The Army will be here on
October 14, followed by the Marines on October 18. They're going to be in Room 200, and
they'll be interviewing any student who signs
up. When they open their doors, they should be
confronted with a steady stream of angry
students concerned about the Army's blatant
discrimination.
When they leave, it ought to be with the
clear impression that somebody disapproves.
Clearly the inconveniepce which would result
to those of us seeking Army employment pales
in comparison to the injustice inflicted on
those of us denied the opportunity for the same
employment.
In the meantime, we hope the Administration reconsiders its lack of commitment. Granted: The law does not yet give
gays complete legal recognition, but to limit a
non-discrimination policy to the requirements
of the law is to support a status quo which
ignores very real indignity suffered by many
of us at this law school.

Letters

Pierson Missed the Point
To the Editor:
Kit Pierson makes a valuable point in arguing
that students fail to appreciate job opportunities
that are available to them outside the corporate
law sector. (" Battling the Corporate
Bias"-September 29 ). Underlying Kit 's
argument, however, is the idea that if one
recognizes a moral obligation to provide legal
services to all members of society, then accepting a public interest job is the best response.
Quite frankly, I reject this idea, not because the
underprivileged have no claim to our services,
not because we have no obligations in this area,
but because accepting public interest jobs is an
inadequate response.
From a purely moral perspective, working in
the public interest sector is no " better" than
working for Cravath. Ideally, a job is chosen on
the basis of the opportunities it offers the employee and the demands it makes on his or her
time, energy, and disposition. Public interest
jobs are not total sacrifices. They offer shorter
hours, greater cljent contact, increased responsibility and more opportunity to gain courtroom
experience. The "downside," of course, is lower
pay.
Corporate law jobs lend themselves to the
same analysis. The lure of big paychecks is
discounted by long hours, low responsibility and
the often boring nature of the job. When the
American Bar Association reported that 55 per
cent of young associates are dissatisfied with

their job, salary was not a major source of
disillusion . The fact is, students accept jobs that
compensate them for the demands; cor porate
law firms must pay a boredom premium, public
interest firms can attract qualified candidates
for less.
How then is our moral obligation satisfied?
The answer requires a commitment of leisure
time. One must xive of his or her time and talents.
The public interest lawyer who is compensated
for representing the poor, albeit at a lower wage,
has made no gift. The corporate lawyer who undertakes pro bono work on firm time is no better. There is no gift to society when one's services a re compensated . Rather, our moral
obligation requires an effort by all lawyers to
spend time, at their own expense, to serve clients
who are left holding the short end of the legal
stick.
I am reminded of a lesson taught by one of my
gr ade schoolteachers . She said that clergy were
no " holier " or more religious than the rest of
us-they simply had chosen religion as both their
job and their faith. It was enough, she assured
us, to make religion our faith. The same lesson is
applicable to our representational responsibilities. Public interest lawyers have chosen to
represent the poor in their jobs. It is enough that
the rest of us meet the responsibility in our lives.
John Schwartz

A New Gargoyle Hits To wn
To the Editor,
We want to introduce the Ann Arbor film -going
audience to the New Gargoyle Film Society.
Gargoyle has operated as an a ssociate of the
Law School Student Senate for several years, but
this year we are planning to expand and upgrade
our film schedule. We will begin showing
features in early October, and will be offering
special coupon discounts for the first month of
our programming. Films will be shown in Room
100.

The New Gargoyle will provide a wide range of
movies, with particular emphasis on gr eat
foreign films and on what we will call " theme
double features ." Each pair of movies we show
on an evening will be tied together to spotlight a
particular actor, director, producer , or film
genre. Gargoyle wants to provide you, the
viewing audience, with a film festival each time
you come to the movies.The Gargoyle season
opens Saturday October 9 with two Warren Beatty features, Shampoo and Heaven Can Wait. The
following Saturday brings Mr. Bill, Batman and
Rock and Roll High School to the Quad.
During our first month, we will be distributing
Gargoyle Discount fliers to locations throughout
campus, including dormitories. These fliers will
Jist our programming schedule, and will have
coupons that entitle couples (any two people
arriving together, other than law s tudents) to
discounts from our regular prices. Our basic
prices will be $2 per person for a single feature,
and $3 for a double feature. This rate will be
charged to all without coupons. • Discount
coupons allow two people to see a single fea ture
for $3, and a double feature for $5. Law students
with I.D . will continue to be charged one half our
basic prices, in keeping with Law School Student
Senate policy. Gargoyle wants to keep film entertainment a ffordable.
Gargoyle's features for October will not be
listed in the Cinema Guide directory 's Septem-

her-October edition . Our schedule will be incorporated in the Cinema Guide beginning with the
November-December issue. We will rel~ase additional information about our schedule as it
becomes available. We urge everyone to try a
New Gargoyle film , and to be on the look-out for
Gargoyle Discount fliers.
Finally, we are looking for a few good people to
act as projectionists, ticket seller s and
promotion workers. In exchange for one or two
evenings of your time, Gargoyle will give you
free admission for the term. Call668·1471 or 9955806 and speak with John or Roger.
Sincerely yours,
John P. Waligor, Roger Mourad
Co-Directors

Thanks Dean
To the Editor :
I am writing in order to publicly thank Dean
Eklund for her heroic efforts on my behalf,
without which I would surely have sunk into
oblivion.
I also want to inform students who don't
already know, especially first year students, that
if they have any problem involving the Jaw
school, no matter how hopeless it may appear,
they should consult Virginia Gordan or Dean
Eklund. Odds are great that one of these understanding and hardworking women will be able to
help you.
Thank you, Dean Eklund.
Rene Rosechild
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Forum
BLSA Plea: Free Tchula Seven!
•

by Broderick A. Johnson

" It is one thing for a black to win an
election in a small Southern town. It
is another to use the power of that
ojjive."
- National Campaign to
Free Mayor Eddie Carthan
n October 19, 1982, Mayor Eddie
James Carthan, first black
elected Mayor of Tchula,
Mississippi, stands trial for armed rob·
bery, murder and conspiracy. Carthan
faces a death sentenr.e if convicted.
The allegations are a sham, and the
trial but another indication of the
renewed undermining of black political
leadership in this country. Moreover,
the persistent attacks on Carthan and
his supporters demonstrate the
inability of social legislation, e.g., the
Voting Rights Act, to effectively
restrain recalcitrant racist politicians
in areas like the Deep South.
For the reasons and facts set forth
below the Michigan Black Law Student
Allia nce endorses and joins the
"'National Campaign to Free Mayor
Eddie Carthan and the Tchula Seven
and to Preserve Black Political
Rights."
Eddie Carthan was elected Mayor of
Tchula, Mississippi in 1977. Tchula is a
small town in Holmes County, in the
upper delta region of the state. The
county is among the ten poorest in the
nation. Two-thirds of the population is
on welfar e and 81 percent of the housing
is classified as "deteriorating." Not
coinciden tally, 80 percent of the
populace is Black. It was Carthan's
response to these deplorable conditions
that gave rise to the contemptuous attempts to remove him from office.
WITHIN THE CONTEXT of Holmes
County and the town of Tchula, Carthan's accomplishments during his
term are remarkable. While in office
the mayor initiated 34 development
projects which include: a housing
program to repair and remodel homes,
plus 100 units of new housing, a home
weatherization progarm, a nutrition
project providing meals to the elderly
and the handicapped, a day care center. a health clinic, 80 new jobs, and
paved streets and street signs. These
accommodations to the most basic
human needs greatly threatened the
white economic and political powers of
Tchula who prefer things the way they
were during the pre-earthen days.
ln order to regain power and turn
back the clock, Tchula 's white political
establishment devised a strategy of
brute physical intimidation, economic
sa nctions , bribes and political
frameups with the immediate goal of
driving Eddie Carthan from office. The
historical parallelism to the pos tReconstruction era is unmistakable.

0

here have been three political
frame-ups of Eddie Carthan a nd
his closest supporters. The first
occurred in April, 1982 when Carthan
and six officials of Tchula were convicted of " simple assault on a Jaw enforecment officer."
The charges stemmed from an in·
cident in which the Mayor, a city
alderman and five police officers non·

T

violently disarmed a white man
illegally appointed police chief by
aldermen opposed to the Carthan administration. The illegal appointee had
seized city hall at gunpoint. After
several racially biased trials, the
Tchula Seven, i.e. Carthan and the six
officials, were convicted and sentenced
to three years in the state penitentiary.
Incidentally, the presiding judge at the
trial is the sister-in-Jaw of the iJJegal
appointee. Carthan is presently serving
his sentence in the state prison.
THE SECOND FRAME-UP took
place in October 1981 when Carthan was
convicted of giving false information to.
a federally insured bank. A day care
center equipment supplier and the former Minority Affairs officer for the
state testified that Carthan had granted
them permission to sign his name on a
fictitious delivery receipt used as
collateral by the businessmen obtaining
a loan from a J ackson, Mississippi
bank . Despite constantl y altered
testimony from the two alleged coswindlers, Carthan was convicted, sentenced to an additional three years and
fines $5,000. The other men received
lighter sentences in exchange for their
testimony against Carthan.
The third plot has resulted in the upcoming murder trial. In June, 1981

Robert Granderson, one of the Black
aldermen aligned to the white power
structure, was killed in a robbery attempt. Two men have been .brought to
trial . One of the men told a visitor to the
jail that authorities unsuccessfully attempted to persuade him to implicate
Carthan in the robbery and murder.
The other man pleaded guilty t9 a
reduced sentence apparently as a quid
pro quo for testifying that Carthan or·
dered the murder.
he naive might wonder how such
blatant political persecution
could be perpetrated in 1982.
Afer all, there exist the Justice Department and "Sixty Minutes." We submit
that the gains, hopes and promises of
the Civil Rights Movement are being
eroded by the actions and inactions of
politicians from the highest echelons of
the national government to smaller
power bases in towns like Tchula.

T

The recent vacillation over the extension of the voting Rights Act in the face
of clear and convincing evidence of continued dilution of black political power,
was most distressing. Thus we take it
upon ourselves to support and defend
the rights of black and other minority
political leaders like Eddie Carthan, to

use the power of their offices to " . . .
represent those who (have) come
through slavery, knowing nothing about
voting, about going to a motel, sitting in
the front of the bus, or eating in a
restaurant. " (Quoting Mayor Carthan).
OCTOBER 10, 1982 HAS BEEN PROCLAIMED " National Church Day on
Behalf of the Tchula Seven. " Churches
are asked to offer a special prayer for
The Tchula Seven and to help raise funds
for the legal defense. On Satl!fday, October 16. 1982, a National March ana
Rally . will . be held ·in Jackson,
Mississippi. A bus will transport supporters· from Ann Arbor and Detroit.
Members of BLSA and the NLG plan to
attend.
·Financial and moral support are
sorely needed. If you would like further
information on the Tchula Seven case
or would care to make a donation to the
defense fund please contact BLSA or
theNLG.
Black Law Student Alliance
(BLSA>

The author is chairperson of the
Black Law Student Alliance, and
su?miued this piece on behalf OJ
that organiza1ion.

Army Wants You, (Provided)
from page 1
"On the other hand," Sandal ow
remarked, "as in (the demand for a
position on) the Vietnam War, one feels
uneasy about failing to achieve what
one believes to be a correct moral
position."
THE CURRENT UNIVERSITY ANTI-DISCRIMI NATIO N policy complies
with federal and state Jaw. It provides
that "no person, on the basis of race,
sex, color, religion, national origin or
ancestry, age, marital status, handicap, or Vietnam-era veteran status,
shall be discriminated against in employment ... ".
Many major law schools have added
sexual orientation to the Jist of protected classes and the gay rights
movement considers the addition one of
its most important achievements. For
reasons which the Army has thus far
kept to itself, not all of the Jaw schools
which prohibit use of placement
facilities
due
to
orientationdiscrimination have been targeted for
reprisals.
The Army is one of the few institutions in the world which has an explicit policy favoring discr imination on
the basis of sexual orientation. It is the
policy of the Army that a homosexual
orientation is "incompatible" with
military efficiency. (The Army ignores,
or is ignorant of, the phenomenon of
bisexuality. ) Apparently, Army concer n for efficiency extends to the
courtroom, as its prohibition includes
gay Army attorneys.
RESPO NSES
FROM
THE
TARGETED SCHOOLS are still coming in. NYU has apparently capitulated.
Recently it issued a statement to the effect that it had re-interpreted its policy
on discrimination so that it doesn't apply to government employers on campus.

James Zirkle, dean of placement at
Yale, told Clausen that the faculty
would "reconsider the issue" and
requested that any sanction against the
school be postponed.
"We are concerned about these
threats," said Barbara Bruno,
assistant dean of placement at Wayne
State's law school. " They are annoying
and scary, and there was quite a ruckus
in the spring when we received this letter." Wayne is one of the law schools
which acted independently of the rest of
the university to prohibit sexual orientation discrimination.
HARVARD LAW SCHOOL DEAN
JAMES Vorenberg told the Army, "We
didn't anticipate any change in our
policy bllt, because it is a complicated
issue, we would be happy to have further talks with them about the matter."
He said that he " thought it would be
useful if the Army understood the
reasons for our policy," and he particularly questioned the need for a
blanket exclusion of homosexuals from
the armed forces.
" We haven't heard anything from
them since," noted Harvard Dean for
Academic Aaministration Steven Bernardi, months after Vorenberg's re!Jly
to Clausen.
The controversy over discrim ination
against homosexuals in the armed forces and questions about the
discrimination policies of many Jaw
schools, including Michigan's, are sure
to continue. In the meantime, several
ironies exist.
1
State Jaw in Wisconsin now prohibits
discrimination based on sexual or ientation in employment, housing, a nd
educational programs. The law applies
even to the National Guard when it is in
Wisconsin. Both public and private Jaw
schools in Wisconsin may be faced with
a dilemma : Violate the state civil

rights Jaw or face the threat of loss of
defense contracts, elimination ol
ROTC, in addition to other threats from
the Army JAG. Similar civil righ~
legislation is being considered, or har
already passed one house of th<
legislature, in Connecticut, Kansas
Minnesota, California, and New York.
A SECOND IRONY is that removal o'
the sexual orientation provision of the
law schools' non ·d\scriminatiou
policies may not remove the bar on
Army on-campus recruiting. Harvard
notes that the Army is not allowed tc
recruit on campus because, the Army
also discriminates on the ,basis of han·
dicap and age. Harvard, the other law
school targeted, and Michigan al'
prohibit discrimination based on, inrer
alia, handicap and age.
Finally, the rationale for the Army's
position with regard to homosexuals is
curious ly
familiar ..
That
rationale-that it would disrupt the "e£.
ficiency of the service" because nongay members of the service would no1
work in close quarters with openly-ga)
soldiers- has been used in slight!)
altered form by the Army in the past. 11
was summoned as a reason for keepin4
black sold.iers out of white units and a~
a reason for prohibiting )YOmen frorr,
many areas, especially in close quar.
ters with men on ships.
Recently, the integration of womer
and men on ships has been accom
plished without apparent damage to tht
efficiency of the service. The praclic1•
of r acial discrimination was officiall)
proscribed by President Truman ir.
1948, via Executive Order 9981
Ironically, after issuance of that Order
the military moved further and mort
quickly
to
eliminate
r acia·
discrimination than did the Americar
society at large.
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Election
Elections f or fo ur first-year representatives to the Law School Student Senate are
this Thursday. One second-year representative will also be elected. Polls will be open in
f ront of Room 100 Hutchins f rom 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m., and in the Lawy ers' Club
fro m 4:45 until6:30 p. m.

First Year Representatives
C hris Chambers
1st year rep, Section 2

The commitment to serve in the Law
School Student Senate is a stout one, but
I intend to tackle it with alacrity. i want
to serve the interests of my class to the
best of my ability in executing the
budgetmaking and social functions of
the L.S.S.S.
I will serve you in these functions
with qualities of leadership, diligence,
and two years of prior experience in
student government. Also, a candidate
must be personable, accessible, and
social enough to gauge the needs of
his/ he r classmates . I welcome the
chance to serve you.

Janet C rossen

Jane Cross
1st year rep, Section 3

We are aU concerned with the policies
which affect our academic well-being
here at the University of Michigan. All
of us have chosen to take the fi rst step
in becoming active participants in the
nation's and even the world's legal
system. How issues are perceived a nd
voiced will determine their impact on
shaping the legal education available to
us.
The educational process, particularly
in law school , is one that must be finel y
tuned to the student's changing needs.
So, with each year of excellent students, we need to evaluate how we can
mold the law school environment to fit
our educational, professional, and personal goals.
The Law School Student Senate plays

The best representative of a diverse
group of people is not necessarily the
person who is most like the majority.
Rather, one who establishes a rapport
with a section's various personalities
and listens emphatically to differing
viewpoints is the person who can most
effectively speak for those people in the
senate forum . Along with enthusiasm to
assume such a challenge I bring
several years of releva nt experience. I
have served as officer, representative
and worker in graduate school as well
a s in local and s tate professional
organizations.
The summer start has ena bled Section 4 to cultivate a healthy group spirit.
Each individual contributes to this in
his or her own special way. It would be
an honor to represent such a fine group
in the Student Senate.

1st year rep, Section 4

Jim Lancaster
1st year rep, Section I

While I certainly · find the time
pressures enormous as a first-year
student, I have always felt it important
to devote time to academic and social
issues. As a n undergrad I was extremely active in campus affairs ; I
wish to do the same here.
I would urge Senate action on a ll
levels of student concern; on issues
from Affirmative Action to cable TV for
the Lawyer 's Club and a Student Pub.
As with everyone, my time is limited,
so I cannot promise any ear thshaking
results; but I'm always open to good
ideas and willing to work to make
things better. Any questions? Call me:
764-9080.

JuJje Rones

Norm Hawken

1st year rep, Section I

1st year rep, Section 4

As a candidate for the First Year Section One position on the Law Student
Senate, I advoca te an incr ea sed student
awareness of matters that will affect
our academic and professional futures.
My concerns and objectives include :
decreasing academic pressure and increasing summer placement for first
year Jaw students; increasing revenue
via the proposed pub, or some other
venture for subsequent funding of
student organizations ; insuring student
access to faculty meetings; preserving
the Law School's Externship Program,
currently irtCljeopardy ; influencing LSS
and administ ra tive policies; and
modifying the ABA 's proposed fiv e
year retesting and recertification
program for all practicing attorneys.

I will do my best to inform the students, faculty and the law school administration of the problems which we
share. With your support, I anticipate a
high level of success in reaching my
goals .

an active role in seeing that the student
voice will have an impact on how this
law school functions. I would like to
become involved in that process. With
your help, I can effectively voice our
mutual concerns.

Student Senate ought to provide us
with better social activities than just
pre-game bloody-marys. It should push
for the establishment of a Law School
P ub in the basement of the old Law
Library.
Nor is this enough. The Senate must
work fo r a pub whi ch would be a
tasteful and pleasant place for students
to gather and not a da nk cubby-hole
with a keg of beer. Properly done, a pub
will increase the Law School's sense of
community and provide jobs for
students . With help from alumni,
Student Senate could create the pub at
no cost to the activities that it currently
funds .

Once elected, I will fight for these
projects which will make the next three
years enjoyable as well as educational.

Daniel Frohling
1st year rep, Section 4

Len Perna
1st year rep, Section 4

It appears that all the candidates in

our section offer something unique a nd
desirable. I believe I could give the
position integrity and enthusiasm . If
you find these qualities desirable, then
please vote for me on Thursday, October 7.

What's to be done? 1) Realign the
budget. Funds should primarily support organizations which develop legal
skills a nd offer vital services. The
social committee shouldn't receive
a lmost \14 of the $31,000 budget. 2) Concretely support affirmative action in
hiring a nd admissions. Example : Open
up faculty meetings where final hiring
decisions are made. 3) Innovative in-

terviewing procedures. Examples : Expose and eliminate firms which
discriminate in hiring ; charge firms a
nominal interviewing fee to assist other
employers in coming to Michigan.
How can I help? I have energy and
skills. I have worked with the A.C.L.U.,
PIRGIM, the UM Women's Studies
Department and as co-founder of a successful student action organization.
f
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Statements
Dave Tryon

Debra Wilson

lsr year rep, Section 4

/st year rep, Section 4

If I am elected, I will initiate the
following:
1) Bribery will be permitted and
couraged in the job -seeking endeavors
in room 200.
( 2 ) The entire budget will be
allocated to the students to be used as
bribery funds .
(3) Employers will be required to offer jobs to all first year students before
interviewing second and third year
students.
(4 ) The Business School will be converted into a parking structure for Jaw
students.
Trivial projects I will attempt include:
(1 ) Obtaining and making available

Our law school community is a
valuable resource. The diversity of
backgrounds, talents, and outlooks we
bring can enrich our three years here,
and broaden our future horizons. Instead of using our differences to identify ourselves as members of var ious
subroups, and isolating ourselves, we
should offer them as our unique contributions to this community, and gr ow
together.
The Senate can, a nd should, cr eate
and foster this sense of community by
expanding the forum s wher e we can
meet (e.g. pub, computer club). I hope
to work both with and for you to make
our school an even better place to be.

more relevant information about the
employers interviewing here.
(2 ) Decrease the grade waiting time.
( 3 ) Reviewing the budgets of partisan
groups financed by our student fees.

Carrie Seymour
lsr year rep, Section 3

Second Year Representatives

Student Senate is for the students.
The most important function of a
student representative is to ensure that
student concerns don't get lost in a
shuffle of bureaucratic red tape. My
goal is to represent law students in
general with a first-hand knowledge of
the special needs of first year students.
I have spoken with former senate
members and have a good idea of how
much the senate can accomplish when
filled with competent, responsive
representatives. By listening to my
classmates and fellow students, I feel
certain I can learn what needs to be
communicated to and effected within
the law school. I'm looking forward to
having fun talking to everyone and
working for you in the senate.

Shelia Johnson
2nd year rep

I advocate maintaining the commitment to the Clinical Program and expanding the curriculum to cater to
student interests. The quality of
education should also be supplemented
by hiring more women and minority
faculty , thereby bringing myriad insight to the study of law. Also, noncorporate job opportunities should be
represented in the placement process in
order to encourage interest in other
legal areas and provide access to such
experience.
Another proposition is an alternative
to the pass/fail system whereby one
may receive a " pass" or a grade if the
performance is good. Furthermore,
student safety is a major concern to
which I am committed.

Michael Orey
2nd year rep

The Student Senate is not ves'ted with
plenary power to run the law school.
But, as the principal representative of
student opinion and as the disburser of
37, 000 dollar s to various student
organizations, it can have a significant
impact on the law school environment.
I belive the following two issues are of
particular importance:
1. Placement. The placement office
should take steps to encourage and subsidize interviewing at the law school by
public-interest and other non corporateoriented employers.
2. Open meetings . A compromise
wi th the faculty on this issue would be
preferable to litigation.
I would appreciate your support at
the polls. Vote early a nd vote often .
Steven Poling
2nd year rep

If we are the aristocrats of American

society then we must assume the
responsibility that such an elevation entails. This responsibility includes a duty
to serve the public. It has always been
my intention to serve the body politic.
Since I missed the filing deadline for
the Michigan primary i would like to
serve the student body as a second-year
representative instead.
Since this is an election year I am
tempted to promise the moon. But you
would probably think that was
somewhat cheesey. Instead all I can
honestly promise is to do what is best
for the Law School.

Bob Young
Jst year rep, Section 4

Representing all members of our
class, I would work to promote a
variety of activities to supplement the
basic Jaw curriculum.'
The importance of presenting
divergent opinions to augment our understanding of the !~gal system cannot
be overstated. To accomplish this, we
need to demonstrate our support for the
maintenance of diversified clinical
programs, an active Speakers Committee, the student-funded Fellowships for
public interest legal work, and student
organizations which receive the
general support of the student body.
As first-year students, we have a
great stake in influencing the course of
action the law school will take in the
future . It takes effective participation
on our part to ensure that our interests
are recognized.

Notices
DRAFT COUNSELING : There will be
a meeting for all students interested in
training for draft counselling Thursday
night from 7-10 p.m. in room 116 Hutchins. The program is sponsored by the
National Lawyer's Guild.

STUDENTS WHO WOULD BE interested in competing for a position on
this year's Jessup lnter{lational Moot
Court Team are invited to an
organizational meeting on Thursday,
Oct. 7 at 4 p.m. in Room 138 Hutchins.

THE FAMILY LAW PROJECT, whichprovides free legal services to victims
of domestic violence, needs volunteers
to work in our annual bucket drive on
October 19 and 20. Without your help to
make this fund-raiser a success FLP
will not have enough funds to survive
the year. To volunteer call 763-9920, ext.
24, or sign-up on the sheet on the WLSA
bulletin board. Thanks for your help.

This year's competition, open to aU first, second and third year law students,
will include the blocking of assets,
treaty interpretation, and economic
self-help. The competition includes law
schools throughout the U.S. and from 38
nations. Those unable to attend the
meeting should contact BillGillett in 373
L.R. (in the stacks) or evenings at 9719498.
'I
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Features
First Years Take Note

Only 68 Study Days Un til Finals
by Dan Bronson

With finals just over two months
away, it is time for many of our firstyear fri ends to start preparing .
.Your first set of finals at Michigan
will prove to be the most impor tant
tests of your lives. Not only will they
determine who will make up next
year 's Law Review staff, but they will
also determine who will be getting jobs.
As the job market continues to tighten
up, grades will begin to play a more and
mor e important role, and even at the
top law schools some graduating
students will find themselves unemployed.
Finals are brutal, unsympathetic
tests of pure unadulterated intelligence. The competition is fierce, and it
is never too early to start outlining. One
'C' on your transcripts could be the difference between a top Wall Street law
firm and a four-man probate firm in
Biloxi, Mississippi.
Finals help to make coping with
tragedy, death, and divorce easier.
Everything palls to insignificance in
the face of these tests. The sun becomes
just another star, and parents and
friends just warm bundles of flesh.
Here are some helpful tips to keep in
mind during the next ten weeks:

volvement, something that we can illafford.
• Some professors take participation
into account when grading so the appearance of participation is key. Don' t
hesitate to raise your hand in class if
take up time (maybe 20 seconds or the
others
are raising theirs. If by chance
equivalent of a ten-line footnote ), but
you get called on pass or ask if you can
occasionally leads to emotional in- be excused.
• Don't neglect your exercise, but as
finals get closer you might want to start
utilizing your time more efficiently.
Exercise in class. Become proficient at
such pragmatic exercises as eyeball
jumping jacks, writing-hand push ups
and pencil sharpening wrist rotations.
By the way, if you've read this far.
you are hopelessly behind in Civ. Pro.

During finals, the sun becomes just another star,
and parents and friends just warm bundles of
flesh.
• Avoid sex. Never let your guard
down. Your precious bodily fluids are
not easily replaced. Not only does sex

• For those who do not feel up to the
competition there is a last resort. You
may have noticed that some second and
third year students, out of desperation.
have attached themselves to a more intelligent fellow class member who
manages to spoon feed them the
material all year long. To the untrained
eye, these parasitic relationships ar e
virtuallv identical to sexual ma ting.
But do not be misled; what a ppears to
be 'necking' is often the leech peermg
over the 'host' student's shoulder to
share an outline.

• Form your study group early.
Remember the best players are picked
in the early rounds of the draft.
Carefully screen your members. A
weak link could be fatal to a serious
Law Review bid. Four people IS a
reasonable size and good for
stimulating legal discussion.
• Never share your notes or discuss
cases with the enemy.
• Discipline is essential, so put yourself
on a military schedule early. No drugs.
no alcohol, no talking, lights out at 21:00
hours, and keep your hands at your
sides.

• Brush your teeth often in the early
months of September and October. For
the remaining time you should get used
to carrying a kerosene soaked handkerchief in your pocket to wipe your
teeth with. The kerosene not only will
kill any algae or fungus growing on
your teeth , but it will also give your
breath a new, refreshi ng, paint
removing taste.
·

-

• Eat foods that are slow to digest ;
toilet time is study time.

Law in the Raw
Hatchet Job
A man accused of staging a phony car accident to
bilk insurance companies out of $200,000 and
hacking off his left foot to make the crash look more
convincing has pleaded not guilty to insurance
fraud charges.
Police said two men staged a pickup truckmotorcycle accident three years ago, using their
own vehicles. One of the men had a former
gir lfriend hac·k off his left foot with a hatchet to
make the macabre insurance fraud more convincing, officers said.
They co!Jected more than $200,000 from several
insurance companies.
The man's foot was nearly severed a nd was later
amputated at a hospital. he was subsequently fitted
with an artificial leg.
Police said the girl friend, who was not charged,
admitted the scam when her cons~ience began to
bother her.
-United Press International, eptember 24, 1982

Reach Out and Touch
Someone
Maximum-security prisoners awaiting trial at
San Francisco County Jail have been idling away
the hours by making long-distance calls billed to a
private phone company, say officials.
The prisoners broke numerical codes used by
MCI, a Midwestern company that cuts the cost of
long-distance dialing by relaying calls over their
own microwave circuits, said Undersheriff Bill
Davis. One source said Thursday the prisoners have
called as far a s South America, a location supposedly inaccessible through the MCI system .
- Baton Rouge Moming Advocate. Septembe r 27, 1982

Michigan Homemaker
ojthe Year
A former Michigan " Homemaker of the Year"
testified at her murder trial she shot her husband
twice as he slept because she feared he would kill
her and her son when he woke up.

Compiled by Mike Walsh

Dorothy Andrews, 40, said in Shiawassee County
Circuit Court her husband uf 11 months , Terry Andrews, 28, had threatened to kill her before he went
to sleep-a threat she· said he had made many
times. Mrs. Andrews, confined to a..wheelchair by
multiple sclerosis, was named "Homemaker of the
Year" at the Shiawassee County and Michigan
State fairs in 1979.
-Detroit Free Press. September 30, 1982

Reasonable Doubt
Wiliiam B. Jackson said Thursday he was not bitter
but "a little angry" about spending nearly five
years in prison for two rapes officials now allege
were committed by another man, a physician.
J ackson's freedom was made possible by the
arrest of Dr. Edward F . Jackson, who was indicted
by a grand jury Wednesday on 94 charges, including
36 rapes.
The two men, although not related, bear a resemblance. The physical similarity, more than anything
else, was considered the main reason William
Jackson was arrested and sentenced.
-Los Angeles Daily Journal, September 24, 1982

